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Introduction
● OSG has been working on networking for its constituents and
collaborators for more than 7 years
● We have a complete infrastructure to reliably measure, gather
and store important network metrics
● We have acquired a rich dataset including perfSONAR and
HTCondor transfer metrics, SNMP data from ESnet and FTS transfer
results
● Beneﬁcially using this data is our primary focus
● In this presentation I want to cover the current activities, related
collaborations and our near-term plans for the OSG networking area
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Status and Activities
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Current Network Status
Regarding our networking eﬀorts, I want to state a few things about our
current status up front
o Our networks continue to perform very well for our community
o Most users are happy with the networking we have but see areas for
improvement.
o Primary concerns exist around our ability to fully utilize existing networks
o Visibility is key to understanding, maintaining and ﬁxing our networks

So there continues to be near-term work regarding our networking in
optimizing, monitoring and ﬁxing network problems, but we should also
think longer term regarding how the situation may evolve and what that
might mean for us.
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Network Platform Overview
o

Collects, stores, conﬁgures and transports all network metrics
○

o

Distributed deployment - operated in collaboration

All perfSONAR metrics are available via API, live stream or directly on the
analytical platforms
○

Complementary network metrics such as ESNet, LHCOPN traﬃc also via same channels
Direct publishing
(implementing now)

Collector

pS Conﬁguration

pS Monitoring

Experiments

Store (long-term)

Store (short-term)

MONIT-GRAFANA

Tape

pS Dashboard
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Monitoring Activities
Noting visibility is important, we monitor both our networks and the infrastructure that monitors
the network! Currently we use psetf.opensciencegrid.org (CheckMK) to track host/service
status and use Elasticsearch to manage the network related metrics we gather.
We have a number of important updates and new capabilities coming this fall:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Updates to CheckMK version 1.6.x, include plugin updates
Improvements to the configuration system to make it useful for other communities
(dependent only on perfSONAR ecosystem)
Self-subscription for alerts to toolkit contact, based on joining a particular community
(using perfSONAR lookup service/information system)
Migration to CRIC for topology as well as working with CRIC team on potential
improvements related to mapping perfSONARs to WLCG experiment site names
LHCONE Grafana dashboards based on newly established LHCONE mesh
New metric to track overall toolkit utilisation (for throughput tests)
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OSG Networking Near-Term Activities
●

●
●

We continue working closely with the SAND (https://sand-ci.org/ ) project to:
○ Improve the robustness and eﬃciency of the data pipeline
○ Adding new analytics capabilities
○ See slides on student projects in the collaboration section
Finishing the pipeline improvements (reducing latency via direct writing to our
RabbitMQ bus, improving conﬁguration tools, monitoring and alerting)
Implementing a new mesh to track 100G perfSONARs for OSG_LHC
○ 100Gbps mailing list (please join if you are interested)
■

●

http://cern.ch/simba3/SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=wlcg-perfsonar-100g

Working with the data in Elasticsearch to correlate and visualize traceroute
paths with their related network metrics (packet-loss, latency, bandwidth)
○ Implementation of the result of student projects to provide new user tools in
our production system.
○ Using some of the student developed projects to augment the types of
issues that users can self-subscribe to for alerting
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Collaborations
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OSG Networking Collaboration Overview
There are 4 coupled
projects around the
core OSG Net Area
1.

SAND (NSF)
project for analytics

2.

HEPiX NFV WG

3.

perfSONAR
project

4.

WLCG Throughput
WG
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Collaboration with Students
In collaboration with the SAND and IRIS-HEP projects, we have a group of
students who are working to use the networking data we are gathering to identify
problems and provide end-users with better options to utilize and explore the data.
●

The students meet weekly with a larger group (typically Ilija Vukotic, Soundar
Rajendran and myself) to discuss their work, problems and plans.

In the next four slides, I will brieﬂy cover each student’s work
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Manjari Trivedi
I am a UM Undergraduate working on a network topology
analysis application as an IRIS-HEP Fellow. The application has
four functions to aid in localising, and debugging network
performance issues:
●

●

●

●

Identify common hops between multiple source and destination
pairs, and how these have changed with respect to a given time. If we
notice several pairs which start having problems at a time, we can see
what has changed across this time (and which hops may be
responsible).
Find the degree of symmetry between the ‘forwards and
backwards’ paths between two hosts. High asymmetry could indicate a
problem.
Given an IP address and a time range, return all paths that the
address was a node in. If there are issues with an address, we may see
all paths that may suffer by extension.
For a source and destination pair, find all unique paths across a
period, and use this to find correlations with metrics (such as packet
loss or throughput). We can see if certain paths are associated with
having issues.

My code can be found at https://gitlab.com/963

Mockup of
Paths
Containing
IP (3rd
Function)
interface

Mockup of Unique Paths (4th function) interface

Tommy Shearer
I am a University of Michigan
Undergraduate and received an IRIS-HEP
Fellowship for my project.
My project is to create user-friendly
interfaces to network data to better speciﬁc
use-cases
There are two main focus areas for my project:
Elasticsearch dashboards customized for speciﬁc networking issues
●
The dashboards use the networking data stored on the
University of Chicago analytics platform to help users
solve their networking problems based on the site(s) they
are interested in.
●
These dashboards follow a general format that allows for
basic information to be input (e.g. site names) and then
walks the user through the information being displayed,
becoming narrower to help identify the cause of a
problem they might be having
Redeveloping the OSG Toolkit Information Page for accessibility
●
The OSG Toolkit Information Page was revamped with
easier to follow graphics and web pages, with plans to
utilize the user’s location information to identify the most
relevant hosts or sites for that user.

Click an image to be take to either the Kibana Dashboards or the OSG
Toolkit Information Page respectively

Petya Vasileva
I am a PhD student @ University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria and a Research assistant @ University of Michigan.
My project is focused on implementing a method to ﬁnd problems on the network by using the data from perfSONAR.
I am working on a Plotly Dash application which provides Site summaries and reports problematic node pairs. The
goal is to be able to quickly identify node-related issues and ﬁnd the possible cause for those by displaying various set
of information in a perspicuous manner.

Edris Qarghah
Graduate student in

The shortest paths
between perfSONAR
nodes (colored blue) are
banded in different colors
to allow visual
identiﬁcation.

UChicago’s MPCS
Research Assistant at the Enrico
Fermi Institute’s Maniac Lab
Objective: Use machine-learning to lay the foundations for a
performance anomaly detection service.
Current Work: Having built a toy network for use in modelling and
testing approaches to network tomography, I am working to apply what
I’ve learned to the network data on ElasticSearch.
I’ve narrowed down a set of perfSONAR node pairs that meet certain
quality criteria and have identiﬁed stable routes (the hops remain
consistent) between those nodes over a sample period of time. I am
now using those routes as a baseline to identify when and where
network disruptions occur.

When edge (78, 36) was
removed from above, the
new shortest paths leading
out from node 61 (right)
traversed edges (78, 52) and
(52, 36) instead. On a real
network, this could have
performance implications.

Network Operations
o Deployment of perfSONARs at most OSG/WLCG sites made it possible for
us to see and debug end-to-end network problems
o OSG gathers global perfSONAR data and making it available to collaborators

o We have a group focusing on helping sites and experiments with network
performance using perfSONAR - WLCG Network Throughput
o Reports of non-performing links are actually quite common

o Sites with assumed network problems can open a ticket with OSG to allow
us to help diagnose the issue
o Sites experiencing known network issues should ﬁrst contact their local
network team, who can pursue the issues with the regional and backbone
providers on their behalf
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Updated Toolkit Info Web Page

We have been evolving the perfSONAR toolkit “front-end” web page to better guide end-users to the information they need .
As noted in Tommy Shearers’ slide above, we now have an updated interface running that we plan to improve based upon your
feedback: https://toolkitinfo.opensciencegrid.org/toolkitinfo Please give us feedback via email to shearert@umich.edu
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Collaboration with MEPhI on Network Visualization
Containerized Version running at UC https://perfsonar.uc.ssl-hep.org/ (Try it!)

We have been collaborating with MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute) on network path visualization and
have developed TRACer to visualize our perfSONAR path measurement data
TRACer Allows us to explore traceroute
measurements from our OSG/WLCG
perfSONAR measurements

NOTE: We have LOTS of traceroute
measurements and TRACer can overwhelm
your browser. When TRACer starts, it will
load a very small interval of recent data,
allowing the use to apply additional ﬁlters of
interest (selectings sources, destinations and
time windows). If you try to load too much
data it will be sloooow. We are working on
improving this behavior.

For more information, we have a preprint of a
paper on TRACer available at

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12724
865.v1
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Network Security Considerations
Enabling some additional security via traﬃc monitoring can help your site
identify and defend against attacks AND help other collaborating sites to beneﬁt.
The WLCG Security Operations Center working group has a documented
solution involving Zeek (formerly “Bro”), MISP and Elastiﬂow
Info at http://wlcg-soc-wg-doc.web.cern.ch/wlcg-soc-wg-doc/
As part of site infrastructure
evolution, OSG networking would
like to recommend that sites
deploy security monitoring and
collaborate between institutions.
For now, email expressions of
interest to smckee@umich.edu
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Research Networking Technical Collaboration
The LHC community has identiﬁed a few critical networking capabilities they want to have:
1.
2.
3.

Making our network use visible (marking)
Shaping WAN data ﬂows (pacing)
Orchestrating the network to enable multi-site infrastructures (orchestrating)

To move forward we organized a new Research Networking Technical Working Group
(RNTWG) along with three sub-groups (one per topic above)
Charter for the group is at
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l4U5dpH556kCnoIHzyRpBl74IPc0gpgAG3VPUp98lo0/edit?usp=sharing

The current focus is on “packet marking” and initial testing work used our
OSG/LHC perfSONAR’s to verify markings could make it across our networks.

OSG could be a natural place to test some developments as they are ready
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Longer Term Outlook
● Long term outlook (5-10 years) will likely involve:
●
●
●
●

Capacity sharing - other big research domains coming online
Better Monitoring - Packet Marking at the ends, ﬂow monitoring
Traﬃc Shaping - Optimizing ﬂows to match resources
(Re)organisation - evolution of LHCONE (MULTIONE?), possibly
some form of SD-WAN (dynamic circuits/L3 VPNs on demand)
● Cloud networking - network federations spanning multiple data
centres (inc. commercial clouds)
● Network orchestration: ability to develop and operate services
across large number of heterogenous sites via managed networks

● Are we going to be ready ?
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Conclusion
OSG has a working network monitoring infrastructure measuring our sites and
research and education networks.
The near-real-time network data we are gathering is a unique resource we need
to exploit to proactively identify network problems and provide network capacity
information to users and applications.
Sites should be aware of network technology evolution and be planning how
best to take advantage of them as they evolve their infrastructure

Questions?
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